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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEIJJ: AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

In the past, selection of the school building site
was not of any great inportance to administrators and
school boards.

As the population of the United States and

of the schools increased, the problem of acquiring school
building sites became more acute because of greater competition for la..~d and the tax dollar.
Present day ad:11inistrators must base their selection
of sites on long range studies of educational trends and
community changes and growth to minimize errors of judgment.
With long range planning as a basis, the ma:,ter .site
plan will consist of' four elements: Plans for what
exists in the present; what is plallivied for the immediate future; what is planned for the forseeable future;
and an educated guess as to what may happen in the
unforseeable future (3:100).

I.

THE PROBLEM

S t a ~ ~ of the I?._roblem.

The problem was to study

the selection of school building sites and relate the findings.

The author wished to (1) discover the factors in-

volved, ( 2) the criteria for, ?.nd ( 3) procedures employed
in purchasing school sites.
l..,mpor;ance of the_ ~~.EQ.X•

Studies point out that

selection and purchase of school building sites are big
business; mistakes can be costly both to individual school
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districts and taxpayers.

Schneider (18:7) estimated that

school sites account for bet-w·een 10 and 20 per cent of the
total estimated cost of a school plant.
The United States Office of Education, in conducting
a survey of school facilities in 1953, found that a
total of $360,022,064 was needed by forty-three of our
states to improve or enlarge existing sites, and to
acquire new sites (16:8).
With population growth continuing at an increasing
rate, site selection and purchase become increasingly dif-•
ficult.

Sites must be purchased well in advance of needs

before outside interests cause them to be unavailable or
out of the price range the school district can afford to
pay.
Because of the great many factors involved and the
lasting results that might accrue, a thorough knowledge
must be acquired by all persons responfdble for making
decisions concerning choice and acquisition of school
building sites.
II.

Oommu...'1.i ty.

DE}I.r:HTIONS OF TERI".1S USED

This is a cluster of tw·o or more neigh-

borhoods served by one or nore secondary schools.
~

market ~l!£·

This refers to the highest money

price the property will bring if offered for sale on the
open market, with reasonable time for selling and for the
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buyer to understand the uses to which the property may be
put.
Micro-climatology.

This is climate within a climate,

the very climate of a particular building site.
School~-

This is neighborhood, community, or

regional center of which the school plant may be only a
part.

CP.t.A.PTER II
REVIEW OF TEE LITERATURE
Local conditions may play prominent parts in school
site selection.

Selection is often delayed until suitable

sites are no longer available.

Also, school officials

often fail to make adequate projections of educational
trends or estimates of local pupil population growth as a
basis for advance selection and acquisition of future
school Gites.

Often local officials are not aware of the

factors involved or the criteria that should be observed
in choosing and purchasing school building sites.
Two distinctly different approaches can be followed
in site selection, a short-range or a long range approach.
The short-range approach relies o:n snap judgments and
leaves the administrator with immediate deficits and the
certainty of declining values over the years.

The long-

range a::>proach is a continuous process calculated to
reduce the number of possible errors in the final judgment.
It includes:
1.

Review· and redetermination of the district
organization pattern. Does the school district
meet objective criteria of adequacy? Would a
reorganization involving neighboring districts
result in a more adequate administrative tu~it?

2.

Comprehensive land-use study, using such devices
as maps, overlays, aerial photographs, and films.
Studies should indicate current land-use development; development and population growth trends;
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and community saturation of land-use development.

3.

Enrollment estimates and placement

4.

Review of grade-grouping patterns in terms of
district growth and development

5.

Determination of the types of formal school
facilities and extended commlmi ty services and
their implications for site characteristics

6.

Selection of the general land area in which the
site or sites should be located

7.

Selection of the specific site for specific
purposes (1:29)
I.

FACTORS HJ SITE SELECTION

Educational Policies
Educational policies adopted by the board of education affect the selection of the site in many ways.

Regard-

less the school organizational plan called for (a neighborhood primary, K-6, K-4-4, 6-6, K-8-4, K-6-3-3, or any
other plan variation), all tend to change the necessary
characteristics of the proposed choice and location of the
site.

Each combination of grades usually needs a different

school site suited to the group's requirements for buildings, outdoor physical education and recreational programs,
and minirn1c11 traveling distances from home.
Possible extensions or curtailments, collaboration
with community undertakings, and variations within the
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schools are likely changes in the educational program and
organization that determine future building needs.
The pertinent question that must be asked is whether
the present organization is best or is some change needed?
An additional factor that will affect the choice of the

site is the size of the school desired.

One must decide

on the optimum size and the ultimate or maximum program to
be offered.
Ty12e of ..e..£f.1001 to Be Housed
The organizational pattern will determine to a great
extent the type of school a particular area will have.

In

turn the type of school may determine the necessary location, size, and shape of the site.

The ideal site for an

elementary school is in the center of a square mile bounded
by highwayrJ or major streets.
in such a site.

Safety is the consideration

Although ideal as an elementary site, this

area ·would be highly undesirable for a high school because
of it:--:: inacce ssi bili ty.

Hany of toda? 1 s stud en ts ride

transit or school buses or drive their cars.
Commun\ty Use of School Site
The changed concepts (since 1920) of educational,
recreational, and community activities to be sponsored
in a modern school make the older rationale of school
site selection grossly inadequate. The increased
demand on school sites for an expanded physical education curriculum for the schools as ·well as for total,
Q3ic] community uses has led to the increased emphasis
fn school site selection procedures (11:123).
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Gardening, growing field crops and forests, nature
study, practicing conservation, painting and sketching,
and staging plays are just a few of the diversified school
activities one must take into account when selecting the
site (8:12-74).

A shorter work week with more leisure time

would make outdoor facilities even more desirable than at
present.
In addition to providing for the above mentioned
activities, the school may also act as a com..,."":lunity center,
recreation area, library center, and sum..,.~er play area for
pupils and adults alike (20:14).

Planning for these activ-

ities in site selection must not be overlooked by school
officials.

By close cooperation with city planning commis-

sions, recreation departments, metropolitan park boards,
and other public agencies, school officials can select
sites which avoid duplication and provide more varieties
of activities at a lower cost to the taxpayer than if each
local agency furnished its ovm facilities.
Composition of School Population
The school population to be housed also affects site
selection.

You would expect school authorities to select

different sites for an area populated by young families and
one populated by older, more established ones.

One group

might indicate site selection for an elementary school
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whereas the other might indicate selection for a secondary
school.

Charting annual births of city residents is one

way to determine what type of school population the district
will encounter at a future date (15:198-200).
Other factors which affect the present and future
school population are the mortality rate, the number of
school drop-outs, the percentage of children in parochial
and private schools, the promotion policies of the district,
the proportion of women of child-bearing age in the district, the racial and religious composition of the population, the number of non-resident pupils, movement towards
the suburbs, contemplated or possible annexations of the
district, economic conditions, and new industries, technological changes, and decentralization of industries (11:28-40).
Many survey methods are used to evolve the pattern
of population trends used to help determine the choice of
site and the program to be carried on.
An area apparently saturated has a problem differing
quite considerably from an area just beginning to feel the
effects of a rapidly growing home building program.

The

former might be faced with expansion of some existing facilities while the latter will probably face construction of
new elementary or senior high schools.
The location of buildings is usually a far more difficult problem in cities than in small towns and rural areas
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·where available property generally abounds.

Small towns

face this problem more and more as district reorganization
proceeds.
both sides.

The problem is to select a site satisfactory to
Cities, because of higher property valuations,

more rapid growth, and less available sites, pose problem.s
that are intricate and expensive to solve (6:513).
Determining the rate and direction of population
trends requires the use of various methods and devices
such as city mapr,, city planning board data, building permits issued, real estat~ developments financed by conservative banks, information from gas,

1-ra ter,

and electric

companies, and federal and state census counts if available
(22:11-12).

The Bell Telephone Company has extremely use-

ful information on population trends available for the
asking (11:33-34).
Through the use of these helpful devices, it is possible to select sites that will serve the population much
more advantageously.

Guesses as to population trends can

be costly in the long run, especially if a building site
suddenly becomes inadequate.
Site Accessibil_~ ty an.d Trav~_ReauJremen.1§.
Site accessibility, or the ease of admission to a
site, is a factor parents readily recognize as important.
Someone once said that no one wants to live closer than
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one block nor farther than one bloclc from school.

This

points out the priority accessibility and travel distance
have in the minds of parents.
A district providing bus transportation for all or
nearly all pupils need not provide a site as centrally
located as does one not providing any transportation.
W'nere transportation is a major factor, maximum riding time
for elementary pupils probably should be forty-five minutes
(one way) and one hour for all other student:_, (13:21).
Other authorities believe one half hour for elementary and
forty-five minutes for all others is sufficient (15:19).
Even with proper planning it is possible to isolate
small groups of children outside the prescribed travel
limits set up by the school district.

Adequate transporta-

tion should be provided for these few rather t:1an extra
buildings which usually ,;-rould be small and inefficient,
raising the cost per pupil dangerously high (10:85).
There are accepted walking distances.

The maximum

stated by some authorities for elementary students is onehalf mile.

It is suggested that no student walk more than

one mile (one way) (18:14).

Some authorities prefer a one

and a half mile maximum for junior high schools and a two
mile limit for high schools (17:21).
A variety of methods and devices are used to measure
travel requirements.

Industrial route maps may be useful.
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Circles tangent, overlapping squares, or rectangles are
common methods of deciding how large an area a particular
school will serve.

J?or instance, if you know the location

of a school, all that is necessary is to draw a circle with
a one-half :mile radius around the school site.

This will

tell you how far this particular school's limits are, and
with the use of a pupil dot map, you can determine how many
students reside within this circular area.

Also, it is pos-

sible to determine whether some areas are overlapping or
have excessive walking distances (21:15).
With improved transportation facilities now available, the travel distance has been greatly increased.

Also,

bus transportation eliminates the necessity of having the
school as centrally located as would be ideal.

It is more

important to provide ample area and good surroundings than
a centrally located site (22:11).
Traffic Facilities
and Problems
.,,
-·Traffic problems are extremely important in this
day of the two and three car family.

One prerequisite of

an adequate facility is suitable streets for entering auto,
truck, and bus transportation.
facilities are also needed.

Aiuple parlcing and loading

The problem of bicycle safety

must be considered in elementary school site selection.
Traffic difficulties include congestion, as a result
of insufficient area or parking space; barriers, such as
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hills, streams, cliffs, swamps, etc.; hazards, from busy
streets and crossings; excessive noise, caused by railroads,
arterial streets, or airplanes, etc.; and hills to cli~b
as a result of improper or uncontrollable site location
(21:15-16).

Environment
Many officials recognize the importa:'.lce of site
environment but either fail or are unable to do anything
about it because of circumstances.

The most satisfactory

and logical environment can usually be found in or near a
neighborhood residential area (15:19).
The scenic values can not be too pleasant.

Old

trees should be preserved not only for their beauty but
for the advantageous health factors they create (18:16).
Landscaping should be provided if possible.

This,

although recognized as important, is all too often deleted
from the building plans as a result 0£ insufficient district funds.
several years.

Schools often lack adequate landscaping for
Not only is the learning situation not

enhanced, but the impression made on visitors certainly
is negative.
Today's schools, with few exceptions, increase property values in their residential areas.
to provide landscaping reduce their
accordingly.

Olim

Taxpayers who fail
property's worth
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It is difficult to measure the values derived by
students in a pleasant school situation, but most authorities agree that these are po~3i ti ve.

Certainly, community

pride in and support of schools should be increased considerably (17:34).
Other environmental factors which must be considered are: (1) atmospheric conditions, (2) noise, both industrial and auto, (3) light obstructions which might be
a result of new building built 'di thin a highly industrialized area of tall buildings, (4) proximity to other public
facilities, such as pools, parks, etc., (5) the view, (6)
unpleasant odors, (7) uncontrolled catering or commercial
enterprises, (8) air flight patterns, (9) fire station
traffic, and (10) such technical aspects as good footings
for buildings and danger from landslides or subterranean
cavities (21:15-16) .
.Any one of these factors, although appearing of
minor magnitude, may create conditions that become almost
unbearable to students and teachers.

2!1oresigh t and proper

planning can forecast many of these hazards in advance of
site selection so that they can be minimized or eliminated.
Site Availability
As was previously noted, available sites are becoming increasingly difficult to acquire in many regions.
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Gray and Blake made these important observations based on
their study of trends in school sites (5:29):
Noteworthy developments in fu...Y1ctional design are the
tendency toward larger school sites with ample space
for recreational and education areas; and the tendency
toward L-shaped, finger type, or even campus plan, one
story buildings. There has been a prevailing idea that
there is still plenty of land on which to erect modern
one story schools.
Gray and Blake cited various studies to indicate
that it is incorrect to assume that land is available.
Most cities and many suburban areas have little or none.
The high cost of land in seriously congested areas reduces
sites.

Multi-storied structures become the only solution

to the problem.
Fortunately, the future is not as black as these
findings indicate.

In most rapidly growing areas, adequate

sites are plentiful, especially if foresight and active
planning precede the choice of sites.
~

Sizes of school sites vary with the type and size of
the building, the program to be adopted, and the provisions
included for expansion of the plant and site its elf.

roday

1

one of the recommended standards, rule of thumb, calls for
250 square feet of net usable space per child (15:24).
The National Council on School House Construction
recommends the following areas as desirable minimums:
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Elementary Schools--5 acres plus one acre for each
one hundred pupils of predicted maximum enrollment.
Junior High Schools--and Senior High Schools--10
acres plus one acre for each one hu..7.dred pupils of predicted maximu~ enrollment.
Senior High School ·with grad es 13 and 14--30 acres
plus one acre for each one hundred pupils of predicted
maximum enrollment (13:20).
Most administrators feel that these areas are insufficient to provide ample facilities for modern schools.
The present tendency, therefore, is toward larger sites,
ranging from a few acres to a high in one case of 120 acres.
Generally, however, high school sites range from 20 to 40
acres (8:73).
The National Council on Schoolhouse Construction
states (14:21):
With the expanding concept of the compass of school
activities and of the relation of the school to the
community, there is an increasing need for greatly enlarged acreage of school sites. This need is enhanced
by ma.ny factors such as outdoor instructions supplementing regular classroom instruction, provision of
facilities for games and recreation for groups of various ages including adults, preservation of natural
sites such as a grove of trees for community picnics,
and the relationship of the school site to overall community planning and to other available public use areas.
Older people often can't understand why a 50 acre
site on the edge of towD is required.

They think back to

the three acre site they grew up on and often feel this
larger site is a waste of the taxpayer's money.

Boards

who have acquired large sites seldom have regretted it,
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and surprising enough, citizens who were against the purchase of such a large site later have pointed out the favorable influence the site has had upon community values.
Engelhardt (4:184) states that they not only magnify the
beauty of their coTIL~unities but also safeguard the future
educational and recreational program.
Shape
The shape of the school building site must be adapted
to program needs.

The most desirable shape is a rectangle

whose sides approach the proportion of 3 to 5 (22:12).
Square sites are quite desirable, Hhereas long narrow sites
are difficult to develop and result in higher costs.
Buildings should be placed at least 50 feet from the
property line so as to provide safe conditions, avoid disturbances by street noises, and prevent impairment of light
and air by adjacent buildings (22:12).

With a long narrow

plot these requirements might be hard to fulfill.

Since cost varies from area to area within the district and from district to district, it is difficult to
state an average price for a school site.

Through the use

of appraisers, it is possible to obtain an accurate estimate of the fair market value of the site .

.Any reasonable

cost within reach of the district financing limits should
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be considered.

Unless the cost is excessive, it should not

be the determining factor in site selection.
size, and topography should rank before cost.

Location,
Other fac-

tors to consider besides the purchase price are the costs
of developing and :maintaining the site.

One mistake quite

often made is trying to save a few thousand dollars on the
purchase price but ending up W"ith an inadeq_uate site (8:74).
Site Characteristics
··-'"

Site characteristics play an important part in the
selection of a school site.

Topography and soil conditions

affect the usage possibilities.

Excessive building and

maintenance costs may occur from lack of foresight in these
respects.

The topography should be ~mch as to ( l) provide

a site whose elevation is higher than the surrounding area,
(2) permit drainage of the total area, (3) insure sufficient level area to accomodate buildings, future expansion,
approaches, and play areas, (4) assure a length of view
which is restful to the eyes of the students, (5) give
pleasure to the aesthetic sense, and (6) not obstruct the
light or make access difficult (20:172).
Iiiicroclimatology is a factor in site selection quite
often overlooked.

Por instance, you may find quite differ-

ent climates on different slopes of the same hill.

No cli-

mate is perfect, but there are always ·ways to exploit good
points and correct or minimize deficiencies (12:108).
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The nature and texture of the soil nust be considered in site selection.

The soil must provide good drain-

age and sound footings for folU1dations if the :Ji te is to
be considered adequate.

It must also be favorable to the

laying of ·walks and driveways and the growing of grass,
trees, and shrubbery.

The most favorable type of soil

seems to be a sandy loam, not too heavy, too light, or
stony.

Excavation, grading, and drainage are more easily

accomplished where such conditions prevail (20:172).
Areas to be avoided are: (1) fill areas, (2)
and rocky terrain, and (~5) 1mderground excavations.

This

last is important where underground mining operations are
presently underway or contemplated.

They may affect the

bearing qualities of the soil and the water supply.

Rough

terrain usually necessitates extensive grading, excavating,
and maintenance which mean added costs to the site developnent and school building program (22:12).
Avai1.§.bility of Essential Servic~~
The availability of such essential utilities as
water, gas, and electricity must be considered by planning
boards.

Excessive distances to connection points or lack

of facilities in a particular area can greatly alter the
overall costs of the school plant.

The health department

should be consulted if questions arise concerning water
supply or sewage disposal (22:11).
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Adequate fire protection must be provided for the
sake of safety and also for insurance purposes.

Low insur-

ance rates can be obtained if electric, water, and fire
systems pass local requirements.

Adequate facilities pro-

vided in the initial cost can more than pay for themselves
over the lifetime of the building.
Subsurface conditions should be studied by competent
engineers to ascertain the direction of drainace systems
if proper sewage or septic tank facilities are to be provided.

II.

PURCHASING SCHCOL SITES

Tirnirn:i:
As was cited previously, it is the board's responsibility to develop the criteria for and make the actual purchase of the site.
Great insight is needed by school officials in purchasing school sites.

Most authorities agree that purchas-

ing a site early is extremely advantageous.

Not only does

it give a choice of area but, as Grieder and Rosenstengel
point out (6:513-515),
The importance of acquiring sites from five to fifteen years or more in advance of need can not be overemphasized. The sad experience of many school systems
attests to the facts that better sites are procured and
at very much lower cost when need is anticipated.
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One question that must be answered in early site
acquisition is whether the district will save more by purchasing early at a lower price or by leaving the property
on the tax rolls and not incurring the interest charges
( 23: 29) .

Sites, acquired early, that prove unsatisfactory
for present building plans can nearly always be sold or
traded with little or no loss by the district.

This point

can be used against those ·who :;ometimes oppose selecting
a site at an early date.
Waiting to acquire sites can also result in (1) inflationary prices, (2) pressure from agents wanting to sell,
(3) pressure from persons or groups not wishing to sell,

(4) early obsolescence of the school plant, (5) curtailment
of the educational program, (6) poor community relations,

(7) condemnation procedures, (8) losses of time, (9) legal
conflicts, and (10) insufficient ft4~ds (21:18).
Purchase Procedures

•··-

Common steps in the acquisition of the site include:
1.

Acquiring knowledge of the rights of all persons
to the impending transfer of land ovmership.

2.

Determining the legal description of the site.

3.

Determ.ining the legal om1.ership and property
rights involved.
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4.

Determining the price of the property.
Employing legal counsel.

6.

Negotiating (1:149-151).

There are a variety of ways land may be acquired,
such as (1) purchase, (2) condemnation, (3) gifts, (4)
leasing, and (5) transfer or exchange.

The first three

methods will be discussed further because of their frequency (4:192-193).
Outright purchase from the 0W11er by the school district is by far the :nost com1:1on and the most satisfactory
from buyer and seller standpoint.

Disadvantages include

the fact that the owner sometimes asks more than the market price and may request special favors.

Except in rare

instances, districts needn't pay prices in excess of the
fair market value in outright purchases (11:124).
Condemnation is another common way of acquiring
land, especially when negotiations for outright purchase
fail.

The original right to condenm someone's property

for public use stemmed from the Fifth knendment of the
United States Constitution.

The right of eminent domain

was also vested in the state government and may be exercised within the territory of a state.

The only question

that arises is whether the land is taken for public use.
This seems obvious in the case of schools •

.Another pre-

requisite to the exercise of eminent domain is the ability
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to pay the price agreed upon.

In other words, you can not

condemn someone's property unless you are able to pay for
it (4:192-193).
In condemnation procedures, usually three appraisers
are chosen to submit a suggested fair market price to the
school district.

If there is fair agreement amongst the

appraisers as to the amount to be paid, the district usually
chooses the highest estimate.

If the land is being taken

for public use, condemnation proceedings are usually successful.
Condemnation ordinarily insures the district that a
fair price is more likely to be paid for the property.
The disadvantage often consists of legal squabbles which
may hold up the purchase.

Probably more important than

that is the poor commimi ty relations it can bring.
Community relations in regards to site selection
are important to the proper functioning of the schools.
Public relations will probably be successful if the public
is continually informed of the growing needs of the school,
good site evaluation procedures are followed in the selection, site selection is made in advance of needs, funds
are available for quick purchase, and the community has
some responsibility in the choice of sites (1:153-154).
Outright gifts of land are sometimes available to
districts.

Frequently they are the result of real estate

men who realize the influence of schools on nearby property
values.

Gifts of land, regardless of the sources, should

not be accepted if the cost of developing the site is not
reasonable or if conditions are attached that make its use
impractical (11:124-125).

CHAPTER III
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
I.

SU!-'IT'1.ARY

The selectors of school building sites are confronted with a multitude of factors making the selection
and purchase a difficult one.
If school officials are to make adequate choices,
their selection must be based on all the factors without
undue emphasis on any particular area.
The criteria for site selection include: (1) ample
size for present and future needs, (2) adaptable to type
of school, program offered, and plant to be erected, (3)
accessible to pupils and patrons, (4) compact, rectangular shape, (5) away from uncontrollable noises and odors,

(6) desirable environment, (7) accessible to necessary
utilities, (8) ·within reasonable travel distancer!, (9)
ample areas for playground and other facilities, (10) suitable soil, and (11) reasonable initial and upkeep costs.
II.

1.

CONCLUSIOlrn

Since the cost of acquiring sites runs into the
millions of dollars each year, it is good business for districts to employ legal assistance
to insure the proper usage of these funds.
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2.

A long-range approach of site acquisition must
be instituted

3.

proper selection is to be made.

The selection of the site should be based primarily on the educational program that is to be
followed.

4.

Architectual assistance is a necessity, even
before purchasing the site.

5.

Early purchase has the advantage of securing
the choice location at a lower price.

6.

Because of the poor public relation that may
occur, outright purchase is advantageous if a
fair market price is offered.

7.

If adequate sites are to be obtained, necessary
changes in the present laws must be instigated
to provide funds ·which can be borrowed to make
immediate purcha~Jes of available lands.

8.

School boards and administrators should set up
a list of criteria for selecting sites which
best fit their particular situation.

9.

Selection of site should follow, not precede,
the process of surveying comm.unity service agencies and developing the educational program.
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